
GWGA HANDBOOK EXCERPTS 

GWGA Opening and Closing Procedures  
OPENING— Openers’ Procedure (Note:  Openers are the first tee group) 
1. Get the locker key and a copy of the Tee Sheet from the Greendale staff  
2. Open the locker and leave the locker key in it with the quarter 
3. Take out score cards and binder from the locker 
4. Put the binder, score cards, Tee Sheet and Pace of Play cards on the table 
5. Put the weekly game sign (located in the binder) on the table 
6. The quarter needed to close the locker is in the binder pocket 

CLOSING--Volunteer Closers’ Procedure (Note: Closers’ are designated at 
the beginning of the season) 

1. Collect scorecards and ensure scorecards are correctly dated and signed.  If the 
date is wrong or missing, correct the date.   

2. Separate the official scorecards from the backup scorecards. The backup cards are 
not needed unless there is a discrepancy. 

3. Check the Official card for signatures. If a signature is missing, only the golfer whose 
signature is missing will be disqualified and there is no need to check their scores 
on the scorecard or in Leaderboard.  If one signature is missing on the official 
scorecard of a twosome, both golfers will be disqualified because the official card 
must have the signature of the golfer who entered the score and the signature of 
the golfer who attested the score.   

4. If a golfer signs the card but adds a note concerning a rules question, check the card 
but contact the Rules Chair concerning the note.   

5.  Closer may use own phone for closing in Leaderboard.  The Laptop in the locker 
may also be used for closing, but you will need to sign in Leaderboard with your 
personal password. Click on “admin” and then on “Tournament” to go to the current 
week tournament.  Using “data view” you will be able to see the hole by hole 
scores.   

6. Check hole by hole scores and putts from scorecards with those in Leaderboard.   
(Leaderboard will automatically calculate the totals so as long as hole by hole 
scores match, it does not matter if the total on the scorecard does not match 
Leaderboard) If hole-by-hole scores in Leaderboard are the same as scores on 
cards, click the Check cards box.  

7. If there is any discrepancy or unresolved rule question, report the problem to the 
tournament chair, and do not close for the day. 

8. If there are no disqualifications and no rules questions pending, close out the day in 
Leaderboard by clicking “Calc Results” on the Current Tournament Line.  

9. Take a quarter from the binder needed to lock the locker  
10.Lock scorecards and other items in locker and return locker key to Greendale
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